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The unmistakable smell of Swiss cheese
By Safety Officer Richard Saw 

A recent accident at Bodmin reminds me that they 
are rarely caused by one event – something I have 
found to my cost in the past – but rather by a series 
of events which good planning and airmanship should 
have prevented. Each step in our journey, such as 
checking weather, fuel and arrival procedures, should 
be planned as much as possible, with get-out-of-jail-
free cards to reduce the stress of thinking on your 
feet when unplanned things happen.  
Most of us place ‘gates’ – or the oG-quoted slices of 
Swiss cheese – between each stage of the flight so 
that correct decisions have to be made before 
climbing over that gate to the next one. These 
decisions might include fuel planning and upliG, 
rouLng, radio comms etc. But even the best cheeses 
or gates have random holes which allow you to slip 
through, either by carelessness or by thinking “that’ll 
be all right in the air” and missing something.  
No problem, I might say; the next gate will stop me 
ignoring it and prevent an unwanted outcome. But if 
the next gate has a hole in the wrong place I can slip 
through again unaware of the accumulaLng factors 

that might suddenly descend on me, overloading me 
with real-Lme decisions to prioriLse in the heat of the 
moment. I am not in a posiLon to criLcise before all 
the facts are collected but here’s what happened 
from our own observaLons: 
February 25th, PPR call by the PIC. Current weather 
passed to him. He phone again in the aGernoon to tell 
us that it was now too late and that he would arrive 
the following day. He was asked to call in the morning 
for weather info. February 26th, no phone call. First 
call by R/T announcing imminent arrival. Weather 
passed to him as 25kt gusLng 35kt. He joined the 
circuit on the wrong side for 13, lost sight of the 
airfield staLng that SkyDemon had failed and flew off 
to the north. Next seen on a leG base leg for 13 
followed by a very turbulent, slightly low approach. 
Full flap selected just as the “clutching hand” grabbed 
him, and even with all 180 hp in play he sank into the 
gorse just short of the threshold, saying aGerwards 
that he shouldn’t have put down that flap. Nobody 
hurt, and the aeroplane may be repairable, but I leave 
it to you to decide what you might have done 
differently to prevent all the holes lining up! 



The kids are back – can normality be far behind?

Time to brush 
up your skills
By Chairman Darren Fern 

Our glorious leaders believe that in theory, we can 
return to normal acLviLes and have replaced 
legislaLon with guidance. If we are all sensible, we 
can hopefully start this season with the expectaLon 
of a full flying programme. 
Our CFI Bruce Abbod and Responsible RepresentaLve 
Arfur Bryant have been working hard this month 
rewriLng our airfield manual, upgrading our training 
records and agreeing set ground school and flight 
training methodology. The strong partnership that 
has formed already means that all of our instructors 
and students will benefit from strong leadership and 
consistency. 
One of the key elements in standardisaLon involves 
students having the opportunity to fly with Bruce and 
Arfur at regular intervals so that we can ensure a 
standardised approach to flight training, and also to 
give students an opportunity to feedback informaLon 
on how they feel their training is going. 
As the weather improves and acLvity levels increase 
at the club, we all need to acknowledge that our 
‘hands-on’ flying skills may have deteriorated over 

the past couple of years and that it might be worth 
spending an hour with one of our instructors to 
brush up on our skills. We all need to fly with an 
instructor every two years in order to revalidate our 
licences, so why not do it now? Sefng up to succeed 
is preferable to forgefng something that in the past 
has been ‘second nature’. We all need to set sensible 
limits for flying unLl we have got a real ‘feel’ for it 
again. I had to do a flight test to renew my licence a 
couple of weeks ago as it had lapsed a few days 
earlier, and it was a useful experience. The wind was 
25kts gusLng 40kts, and my judgement of 
‘reachable’ landing fields in the event of a simulated 
engine failure was miles off! Landings were 
entertaining, as at Lmes I landed in a three point, 
almost stalled aftude, then a 20kt gust of wind had 
me back in the air again; I was ‘just behind where 
the aircraG was’ unLl I got the feel of it. 
It was useful to sit down later that evening and 
review my flight, and jot down the many areas 
where I know I would have been more adept when I 
was flying regularly.  
On a more mundane level, work to move the 
electricity supply panel out of Hangar 3 and into 
Hangar 2 is due to start in the second week of 
March, as Howard Fawkes explains in this newsleder. 
Once that is done, we can start the demoliLon and 
clearing out the damaged secLon of Hangar 3. The 
storms caused even more damage, blowing the roof 



off another two bays of the hangar. The hangar has 
been declared unsafe at the moment, so please don’t 
wander around inside – or even outside if its windy! 
Our RV12 is fully funcLonal aGer some minor repairs, 
and our 152 is also back on line; interesLngly, 
bookings for the 152 remain low, whilst those for the 
RV12 conLnue to rise. We are sLll hoping to acquire a 
second RV12 in the early summer, as the business 
case for it clearly stacks up. Bruce and Arfur have 
expressed a desire to have access to two RV12s and 
two Cessna 172s, as the 152 is somewhat limited in its 
capability. We will be ‘doing the math’ to see if this is 
a viable opLon. 
The return of the schoolchildren from South 
Petherwin for the first Lme since before Covid hit us  
is a pleasing sign that we’re gefng back to normal, 
touch wood. Despite all the difficulLes that have 
beset us, we are actually in a strong financial posiLon, 
and we hope that you all join us at the airfield to 
make the most of the rest of the year.

Fire recovery 
work goes on
By Howard Fawkes 

The three back-to-back storms we suffered at the end 
of February did no favours to the fire-damaged 
Hangar 3, and we lost two more rows of roof panels 
to high winds. However frustraLng it is, we have to 
proceed at a speed dictated by our insurers, who have 
their own imperaLves which we must respect. 
We are nonetheless moving into a posiLon where 
demoliLon of those parts of the 
hangar which need to come down can 
begin. At the moment the mains 
supply to the premises comes in to 
Hangar 3, and it must be moved to 
Hangar 2 before the fire-damaged 
building can be considered safe to 
work on. For this we are reliant on the 
services of Western Power and their 
contractors, Kier, who have to dig a 
trench along the gable end of the 
hangars and lay a new mains cable. 
This job has been arranged for March 
11th to 15th, and it will entail a short 
disrupLon to the power supply to the 
club. 
Roger Davis and I are preparing 
everything to receive the new cable 
and will mount the necessary 

switchgear on the inside wall of Hangar 2 before the 
trench is dug. Although we’ve blocked out four days 
for the whole job, we esLmate it can realisLcally be 
done in two.  
We are awaiLng a third esLmate for the demoliLon 
work, while the structural engineers have yet to come 
back to us with answers as to the feasibility of our 
proposal to erect new doors on the long side of 
Hangar 3 to facilitate easier entrance for aircraG. So 
while members might look at the fire-damaged 
hangar and think nothing is happening, rest assured 
that we’re moving as fast as circumstances allow to 
undo the damage we suffered in the October fire. 

Two more roof bays lost to the storms

Mains power comes into this gable end



Three storms and a baby
By Airfield Manager Jay Gates 

I don’t suppose anyone missed the fact that February 
was a tad windy. So much so that we had the unique 
occurrence of not one, not two, but three named 
storms barrelling over the airfield in less than a week. 
Luckily we were only sideswiped by one of them, but 
the other two brought death and destrucLon to the 
country, and relaLvely  light damage to the airfield. 
The first of the named storms to hit us was Storm 
Dudley, which made its way over the airfield on 
February 16th. At its height, maximum gusts of 47 
knots were recorded at the airfield, 
which is Strong Gale Force 9 under the 
Beaufort wind scale. Up country, one 
person was killed during this storm 
aGer being hit by a falling tree. Less 
than two days later the big one – 
Storm Eunice – made her passage 
across the naLon, and she really did 
pack a punch. She produced the 
highest wind gust ever recorded in 
England, with a whopping 106 knots 
recorded at the Needles, on the Isle of 
Wight. That is equivalent to 122 mph, 
and to the Europhile metric amongst 
us, that equates to 196 kph. Bear in 
mind that a Hurricane Force Storm 
Force 12 wind (sustained), is 65 knots  
and higher. For us here at Bodmin we got by with a 
maximum recorded gust of 57 knots, or Violent Storm 
Force 11. However, as the Actuals readout for 
Newquay at the top of this page shows, they recorded 
a gust of 71 knots down on the coast – well into 

hurricane territory. Not done yet, as on February 
20th the third and last one, Storm Franklin, delivered 
us a glancing blow, with a maximum recorded gust 
of 46 knots, or Gale Force 8, at the airfield. Storm 
Eunice, sadly, took four lives in the UK and a total of 
12 lives as she barrelled through Europe. For us, she 
peeled back yet more panels off the already 
depleted roof of Hangar 3, with three of the panels 
being blown clean off the airfield, landing in the 
adjacent field looked aGer by Mandy the 
Shepherdess. Luckily, there were no sheep in the 
field on that day, or somebody would be enjoying 

lamb chops today. Also, the Trago Hangar took a hit, 
and the violent winds loosened one of the end roof 
panels. It did not come off, thankfully, and Trago 
Mills sent repair staff up to secure the panel a few 
days aGer the storm had passed.  
We prepared for the storms by lowering both of our 
windsocks down to ground level.  Our northern 
windsock was already showing signs of extreme 
wear due to the storms in January, and we have 
ordered a replacement sock, plus a spare. We also 
closed the airfield that day, with nobody rostered to 
be on duty on site as a duty of care towards our 
staff. However, Richard Saw popped in aGer the red 
wind warning has lapsed later in the day to give the 
estate a quick check over and, most importantly, to 
feed Egla the Cat, who had conLnued her anL-
mouse patrols and remained steadfastly on duty in 
the tower throughout the storms. Rather 
surprisingly given the extent of flooding in Wales 

Not caught with our socks down



and the Severn Valley,  last month was a below 
average month for rainfall in Cornwall. During January 
we recorded only 45% of the monthly average, and 
the theme conLnued into February, as by the 27th we 
had recorded 89%, just below average. Our Naval 
neighbours at Culdrose have recorded 82%, and 
Yeovilton to the east recorded 83%. However, the vast 
majority of UK recording staLons, over 110 of them, 
recorded over 100% of their average, with 11 of them 
recording in excess of 200%; Bingley in Yorkshire 
recorded the highest figure of 294% by the 
27th. The lack of rainfall in Cornwall is 
mirrored in the level of Colliford Lake, which 
is only 76% full by mid-February. It is 
normally over 90% full at this stage in the 
year. But Roadford Reservoir, the largest in 
Devon, is showing 100% full. 
The weather, not unexpectedly, had played 
havoc with our flying programme this month. 
We lost a total of 12 days to weather up to 
February 27th, or 45% of the month, and we 
expect to lose the last day of the month as 
well. This is reflected in the movement 
staLsLc for the month which is merely 212 as 
of the 27th. Compare this to 303 movements 
in 2018, and 314 in 2019. However, it is 
beder than 2020, just before the pandemic 
overwhelmed us, when we had only 132 
movements, and in 2021, when we were 
under full lockdown, we had  just 32. 
The fuel dispensing figures follow a similar 
trend. We have dispensed 1,965 litres up to 
the 27th, including 460 litres of UL91. By comparison, 
in 2018 the figure was 2,100 litres, in 2019 2,130 
litres, in 2020 840 litres, and in 2021 a mere 345 litres.  
Fuel prices have been rising dramaLcally over the last 
few months, and we have been forced to raise our 
own sales price. That said, we are sLll the cheapest in 
Cornwall for avgas, and sLll one of the few in the 
south west to offer UL91. PuLn’s war in Ukraine is 
likely to put us under more pressure. 
On the movement front, the ongoing poor weather 
and the winter hibernaLon of many pilots outside of 
the south west has meant that once more we have 
had few visitors from outside of our region, other 
than a single R44 helicopter, G-NIOG, en route back to 
Denham and calling in for fuel. Throughout the month 
we welcomed our usual regulars from Dunkeswell, 
Perranporth, Roche, Culdrose and Truro. Our highlight 
was another low fly through by an RAF C-130 J 
Hercules, operaLng under an Ascot callsign. We also 
had another visit from an Agusta A109 helicopter 
from Castle Air, arriving to conduct a safety Compass 
Check at the airfield.  We had one exoLc visitor on the 
26th, namely an American registered PA28 Dakota, 
inbound from SandtoG in North Lincolnshire, for a 

weekend stopover. Safety Officer Richard Saw tells the 
story at the beginning of this newsleder; suffice it to 
say that he arrived with the wind blowing steadily at 25 
knots, and with gusts to 35 knots from 150 degrees. His 
adempt to land on runway 13 did not go to plan due to 
the gusty and turbulent wind condiLons, and he landed 
short of the threshold by less than 50 metres, ending 
up in the thick gorse just outside the airfield boundary. 
Thankfully, the aircraG was not badly damaged, 
although not unscathed either. Most importantly, the 
two occupants were not injured, pride aside, and we 

waived our usual landing fee, as they didn’t quite make 
it to us. The local Fire Service were called out to adend, 
but did not stay long as the aircraG and occupants were 
fine. The AAIB were also informed, but as no serious 
damage, no loss of property, and no injury resulted 
from the crash, they were not intending to pursue an 
invesLgaLon. Rod Bellamy was due to survey the 
aircraG to determine the best way to recover it.   
Despite short days and foul weather our training 
programme conLnues, with good bookings and a 
growing student base. One posiLve to report is that G-
BNSM is now back in the fold, with its corrosion issues 
sorted out by Stefan Heale. G-EGLA also received her 
100 hour service at St. Merryn, so she is also good to 
go for a few weeks more. Finally, G-CJIC has also had a 
new EGT probe fided, and had a minor service 
completed in-house, so we have all training aircraG 
available for the first Lme this year.  
In the clubhouse, Roger Davis is moving towards 
compleLon of the refurbishment of the men’s lavatory. 
The Life-Pak defibrillator has been serviced with a new 
badery pack and set of pads, and a new pod eyewash 
staLon has been purchased, which together with the 
two first aid bags means the club is equipped to deal 
with most small injuries and minor ailments. On the 

Registration – GOING backwards, geddit?



day of the PA28 incident, Richard Saw arrived to carry 
out a small service and oil change on our Nissan 
Airfield Response Vehicle. The same 35 knot gusty 
condiLons prevailed during the oil change, and 
Richard discovered that lying underneath a vehicle 
conducLng an oil change during such windy 
condiLons is best planned with the vehicle out of 
wind or, beder sLll, safely inside a sheltered building, 
as he realised to his amusement when he glanced at 
himself in a mirror aGerwards.  

Since the pandemic stopped all visits to the club by 
outside groups, it was great to see the first return to 
the airfield of a class of schoolchildren, when 
the combined Year 1 and Year 2, of South 
Petherwin Primary School visited the airfield 
when conducLng their field trip on the 
subject of ‘Terrific Transport’.  
The signs of a fast approaching spring are 
very much upon us, and the daffodils that 
line the car park bank, the path leading to 
the clubhouse and the edge of the signal 
square are all about to bloom. The 
primroses on the runway 31 bank and at the 
head of the car park are already in bloom. 
The best sign of spring is the sound of the 
skylarks who live in our outield, has been 
heard as they conduct their courLng rituals 
over the airfield. To top it all, we have spent 
a number of weeks trying to disperse 
uninvited woolly guests from the northern 

fields, and Richard Saw has tried to block most of 
their entry points through our hedgerows. Two hardy 
individuals have managed to make their way back on 
to the airfield, and one of the ewes has now given 
birth to a healthy lamb. Mother and child are doing 
well, and this must be the first birth of a lamb on the 
airfield since the days when it was part of the 
Treswithick sheep farm back in the 1960s. 
The Vintage AircraG Club asked both myself and Pete 
White to give a naLonal follow up talk to their 
members to outline how the Eco-Airfield concept is 
progressing, and what our plans are for the year 
ahead. The illustrated talk was well received, and 
Steve Slater of the LAA explained how he had taken 
our example to a meeLng of the European forum of 
LAAs. So interested were they, as Europe is also 
struggling with the catastrophic decline of pollinators, 
that the Danish, Dutch and Belgian LAA equivalents 
have all stated that they are acLvely looking to 
implement a similar programme in their own 
countries to try and get GA airfields to switch land use 
over to tradiLonal hay meadows, in order to help 
reverse their own pollinator decline. So an accidental 
outcome at Bodmin has now gone internaLonal. 
Lastly, despite our Prime Minister deciding that the 
nobody needs to be forced by law to do anything any 
more, Omicron is sLll infecLng up to 50,000 people 
per day, with over 100 people dying daily as a result. 
Please conLnue to treat this disease with the utmost 
cauLon and follow simple rules when at the airfield. If 
you do need to enter the clubhouse, complete the 
‘Track and Trace’ form on the table immediately 
inside the door on the leG, and use the hand saniLser 
provided on every table and in the toilets. Consider 
wearing a mask, unless you are exempt. If you are in 
any doubt about your own health you should not 
come to the airfield, but phone NHS Direct on 119 to 
seek guidance. The message is sLll in effect, despite 
the end of restricLons. WASH HANDS, COVER FACE, 
MAKE SPACE. Stay safe. 

Oil crisis for Richard

Mother and baby doing well



The LAPL – and 
why we’re well 
placed to offer it
By Arfur Bryant 

The Light AircraG Pilot Licence (LAPL) is a type of 
licence that allows the holder to act as Pilot-in-
Command (PIC) on single-engine piston aeroplanes-
land (SEP(land)), single-engine piston aeroplanes-sea 
(SEP(sea)) or Touring Motor Gliders (TMG) with a 
maximum cerLficated take-off mass of 2000 kg or 
less, carrying a maximum of three passengers, such 
that there are always a maximum of four persons on 
board of the aircraG. (FCL.105.A) 
In effect, the LAPL allows a budding pilot the 
opportunity to fly light aircraG in the UK (there is sLll 
some discussion about flying abroad) for less money 
than a PPL would require. The LAPL syllabus is a 
minimum 30 hours training against a PPL minimum of 
45 hours.  The Ground ExaminaLons are the same.  
The medical is slightly easier as there is no 
requirement to see an AME; a LAPL Medical 
CerLficate can be obtained from your GP.  There are 
condiLons so one might need to refer to the CAA 
quick guide: 
hdps://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/
CAP%201127%20P%20LAPL%20Quick%20Guide%20f
or%20Pilots.pdf 
At Cornwall Flying Club, with the ground-breaking 
(not literally, hopefully) introducLon of the Van’s 
RV-12 as a shared-ownership training aircraG, we are 
extremely well placed to offer training for the LAPL in 
the RV-12.  AGer a minimum of 30 hours of training, 
including solo, the applicant can take the skills test, 
which is very similar to the 45 hour PPL skills test 
without the Radio Aids work. 
A big advantage is that the money (£1000) deposited 
when buying a share in the company that owns the 
RV-12 can then be used to fulfil the requirement to fly 
10 hours solo before a LAPL pilot can carry 
passengers.  
The RV-12 is a great aircraG to fly and, having a ‘glass 
cockpit’ (EFIS), is the modern, economical and 
pracLcal way ahead for most budding pilots to get on 
the first rung of the flying ladder.  It has excellent 
visibility, the flying controls are well harmonised and 
it also has very good performance! 
It is also easy for a LAPL pilot to gain a PPL in the 
future. Indeed, many people find this is the best route 
to a PPL as it can work out cheaper.  Although one 
would need to fly the extra 15 hours - for the 45 hour 

PPL - some of the 10-hour solo (for passenger carrying) 
can count towards this and, with the addiLon of a few 
extra NavigaLon flights and some Radio Aids work, one 
would be ready for the PPL skills test. 
In pracLce, the 30-hour training package for the LAPL 
in the RV-12 would cost in the region of £5800. Add to 
this the £1000 to buy your share – which can either be 
reimbursed with interest once the LAPL is gained or 
used for the 10 hour solo requirement – and the 
’external agency’ costs such as CAA and Medical, the 
LAPL student can become a qualified pilot for around 
£7300. So if you or anyone you know is considering 
becoming a qualified pilot on a budget, please contact 
Cornwall Flying Club at Bodmin Airfield. 

War and peace 
of mind
By David James 

We do tend to harp on about over-reliance on GPS, but 
Russia’s current outrage against Ukraine once again 
highlights the fragility of the GNSS network. The 
current copy of GPS World magazine states that in 
making its invasion plans Russia assumes that GNSS 
signals, including those from GPS and its own GLONASS 
satellite system, will be rendered unavailable. Instead, 
it has created and maintained a Loran-C system called 
Chayka for the use of the military in Lme of war. 
Russian forces are expert at jamming and spoofing 

GNSS. As a result, military doctrine assumes that all 
signals from space will become unavailable once badle 
begins. We should always bear that supposiLon in 
mind. 
What it means in Cornwall is that at any Lme the GPS 
signal may be jammed or shut off, giving you the 
opportunity to quickly pick up your carefully-prepared 
half-mil, with its chinagraph line, and your navigaLon 

https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201127%20P%20LAPL%20Quick%20Guide%20for%20Pilots.pdf
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201127%20P%20LAPL%20Quick%20Guide%20for%20Pilots.pdf
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201127%20P%20LAPL%20Quick%20Guide%20for%20Pilots.pdf


plot (which you will of course have been updaLng as 
you flew) and conLnue your flight as if nothing had 
happened.  
Experts say three Russian Chakya transmiders were  
placed around Ukraine, including one in Crimea, 
which Russia annexed from Ukraine in 2014. The 
system allows for navigaLon accuracy of 20 to 50 
metres – not up to GPS standards, but good enough 
to steer a tank. Russia also maintains a portable 
system called Skorpion for use in places the Loran-C 
signal cannot reach. 
It is also sobering to recall – lidle reported in the 
general media this last fortnight – that February 15 
2022 saw one of the very largest CME (coronal mass 
ejecLon) and solar flare events ever. Fortunately this 
one was on the far side of the Sun. But geomagneLc 
solar acLvity has been unusually high all month. Just 
one such Carrington-type event could do immense 
damage to many satellites that we all rely on so much 
in our daily lives – including GPS.
If you are not sufficiently worried by now, consider 
further the fact that China, Russia and India have all 
been busy developing anL-satellite systems. Recently 
Russia tested a ground-launched anL-satellite missile 
to destroy one of its older orbiLng craG, irresponsibly 
creaLng a huge debris field.  Even more worrisome 
are claims that MIG-31-launched anL-satellite missiles 
will be in service within the next few years. 

By Arfur Bryant 

The Pooley’s Electronic Flight Booking System 
(EFBS) seems to be generally popular and 
effecLve.  It’s also very colourful! 
Thanks to all those who have embraced it 
fully.  We are now making all bookings on the 
EFBS. 
We have found a few ’niggles’ which we are in 
the process of sorLng, either with the help of 
Pooley’s or by pufng procedures in place 
here at the Club. So, in that vein, here are a 
few notes and pleas for users: 
1. If you, as a student, cancel a flight before 

the day, please ensure that you inform 
the Duty Manager so that he/she is able 
to fill that slot with another booking if 
possible.  If you cancel on the day then 
please do not use the EFBS - just call the 
Duty Manager. 

2. When a student books a flight and has no 
preference for an instructor then please 

leave the ‘Instructor’ box unfilled. An instructor 
will then be allocated to that flight at the earliest 
opportunity. The booking Lle will show RED unLl 
an instructor has been allocated. 

3. When booking a flight, please consider the Lme 
slot you are requesLng.  Most flights will require 
a two-hour slot, which allows for 30 minutes pre-
flight, 60 minutes flight and 30 minutes post-
flight. However some NavigaLon flights will 
require more and some may require less. 
Occasionally, a 90-minute slot is sufficient. 

4. Please don’t be afraid to use the ‘Notes’ secLon 
on the booking page. Any extra informaLon is 
useful to the EFBS planners. (E.g., “I am flexible 
with Lmings.” Or “ Dual to Solo requested.”) 

5. We have temporarily disabled the automaLc 
email delivery as we had some feedback that the 
number of emails was intrusive. So don’t expect 
an email confirming your booking. You should be 
able to just check the ‘flypro’ for the date of your 
expected flight to confirm it is booked. If enough 
people wish to re-instate the emails we will do so. 
If you have any thoughts on this mader please 
contact me – Arfur Bryant. 

6. Please get in touch with me if you have any issues 
with the EFBS. We’d like it to be as usable as 
possible, and your feedback is important. 

7. Remember to ensure that your personal details 
are correct in the ‘My Profile’ secLon  It can also 
be used to set reminders when a cerLficate or 
raLng is due to lapse. If the specific raLng is not 
listed, just use any other and make a note of the 
subsLtuLon in the ‘Notes’ box. 

Overall, the EFBS has definitely been a success story! 
Eventually we will be able to record student post-
flight reports, but that is dependent on Pooley’s 
upgrading the system. In the meanLme, please 
explore the system and make the most of it. 

Update on the new 
booking system



‘Terrific Transport’ wows the kids
By Pete White 

It was exciLng to be preparing for a visit by 32 
primary school children from South Petherwin to 
Bodmin Airfield. Our guests would be 
accompanied by several teachers and helpers and 
were engaged in a transport project. Due to the 
Covid outbreak and the precauLons we had to 
take we had missed this vital element in our 
flying lives – being able to share our passion for 
aviaLon with young people, which members of 
FOG and Cornwall Flying Club had enjoyed for so 
long. 
CFC member Jack Madgwick teaches at South 
Petherwin School and used this opportunity to 
visit us as part of the project named ‘Terrific 
Transport’ they were teaching the children. 
Our guests’ coach arrived just aGer 10.00 and 
once everyone was assembled on the paLo we 

welcomed them all and gave a short talk on the 
airfield itself and the safety precauLons for 
their visit. Then each child was given a copy of 
the LAA ‘Airfield Book’ for reference purposes 
and to take away with them aGer the visit. 
Our volunteer helpers from the airfield were 
Arfur Bryant, Tim Elkin, Jay Gates and myself, 
plus about six teachers from the school. 
We started the tour of the hangars with a talk 
by Arfur using the RV12 to indicate and 
demonstrate the flying controls and how an 
aeroplane flies. Then we moved on to each 
hangar with a short chat about the aircraG 
within the hangars using the LAA book as a 
basis of study. 
The Q&A sessions, to encourage the children to 
ask and learn, always amaze me as the 

quesLons are so diverse, and included a statement 
from a lidle lass who approached  me on her arrival 
to announce that she had cheese sandwiches today! 
At the other extreme we had the grandson of a Club 
member who stood in front of his granddad’s 
aeroplane and gave us a lidle talk about it... very 
good for a six- year-old.  
The tour was over and it was lunch Lme. We joined 
our very excited young visitors as they ate their 
packed lunch using the outside tables on the new 
paLo area and the FOG/CFC team enjoyed more 
quesLons as the children enthusiasLcally waved at 
aircraG as they taxied by on their way to the runway. 
Once we were all fed the coach arrived and off the 
party went to Parkway railway staLon to see more 
forms of transport for their school project. 
A great visit – and thanks guys for your help and 
enthusiasm. 

Pete welcomes eager children

A wave from pilot Richard Skinner

Aeronca – starting them on the right foot



RIP Martin Ryan
13th December 1953 - 27th January 2022

By Pete White 

With sadness we record the passing of MarLn Ryan, 
an acLve and indefaLgable friend to aviators 
everywhere. Our mate MarLn has quietly supported 
and encouraged so many of his fellow flyers over the 
years, either on a personal level or through various 
type clubs and organisaLons that were fortunate 
enough to have his involvement.  
MarLn’s mammoth efforts with helping the build 
and set up of the PFA/LAA at the annual Rallies will 
always be remembered, although he never expected 
any accolades for his efforts – he just soldiered 
quietly on to help the team. Team was an important 
word to MarLn, and although he flew a beauLful 
chunky and rare SLnson he was readily accepted by 
both by the Aeronca Club of Great Britain and the 
Vintage Piper Club as a member of their teams.  
I first met MarLn in June 1990 at East Pennard 
airstrip at one of Dave Stokes’s ‘Longest day’ events 
and we then oGen met up at fly-ins before MarLn 
became a regular parLcipant at the Aeronca Club 
events and tours. Many a Lme MarLn has chuckled 
at the melee of Aeronca pilots wandering aimlessly 
about an airfield in Ireland, France or the UK while 
we de-rigged our tents and prepared for the next leg 
of the tour. His ability to herd us all into place was 
legendary and very amusing. We Scramble! and all 
set off in our usual Ldy gaggle of about a dozen 
aircraG, while MarLn holds back to have another 
coffee so we can gain a few miles. Then once our 
desLnaLon was in sight our stalwart rearguard was 
in posiLon to watch us all land before joining us. Due 
to the nature of flying old machines we someLmes 
experienced ‘breakdowns’ and it was usually MarLn 

who came to our rescue with his knowledge, or he 
used his SLnson to take on board kit and a passenger 
if an aeroplane had to be leG somewhere for 
collecLon later. 
MarLn was always one of the first to put his hand up 
to help with our Scout Aerocamps and flying days for 
disabled and disadvantaged youngsters in the West 
Country. He was also a valued member of our Lundy 
Team and was happy to spend his Lme guiding our 
visitors to their parking places and to ensure all went 
smoothly and safely. The last Lundy Sunday event in 
2020 had 80 visiLng aircraG, and MarLn’s help on the 
team was really appreciated. As was the norm, he 
camped under the wing with the gang aGer we had 
checked that the Marisco Tavern was sLll operaLng. 
MarLn’s enthusiasm and interest was not just 
confined to aviaLon, for he also loved steam railway 
engines and had joined the ranks of drivers of these 
powerful steam emifng monsters. He looked the part 
with his face liberally covered in coal dust and grime 
but sLll with that ‘MarLn smile’ shining through. It 
was a blessing that MarLn was able to get 
accommodaLon at the Sywell Aviator Hotel for the 

LAA Rally last year, and thanks to 
Penny Sharpe for making this 
possible. This enabled Alan 
Crutcher, John Colgate and I to 
join MarLn in the dining room for 
what was our final meal and drink 
together. It has been an honour to 
have been included as one of 
MarLn’s friends and I will always 
cherish those magical memories. 
Bless you – we will meet again. 
MarLn leaves a daughter Jennifer, 
a son George and a grand-
daughter Ivy. 

Martin, left, with friends 

Martin at Scout Camp



The good 
old days

Roll up, roll up…Bodmin in the 1970s

By Pat Malone 

Club member MarLn Pengelly has sent us some 
fascinaLng documents that give an insight into the 
earliest years of Cornwall Flying Club. Guides and 
promoLonal flyers from the late 1970s and early 
1980s tell the story of the club’s short and turbulent 
history, and speak of the determinaLon of the 

members at that Lme to build strong foundaLons for 
the future. Looking back more than  40 years, one has 
to say they made a proper job of it.  
MarLn’s oldest document is the Cornwall Flying Club 
‘illustrated guide’ which dates from the late 1970s 
and has a cover photograph of a Cessna 150 – 
probably G-ARRF, bought by the Club in 1977 and on 

the training fleet unLl 1984. 
The guide says Cornwall 
Flying Club started when 
Mike Robertson, owner of 
Trago Mills,  bought 
Treswithick Farm in 1970 
with the intenLon of 
construcLng an airfield. A 
two-week public inquiry in 
May 1972 came out in 
favour, but the then 
Minister responsible 
overruled that decision. 
Mike Robertson lodged a 
new planning permission 
request, and in October 
1973 he was granted 
temporary permission, valid 
for a year. He started signing 



up members the following month and flight training 
began in 1974. A second public inquiry in 1975 was 
again favourable to him, and the government 
extended the permission for ten years. In 1978 
Cornwall Flying Club bought the airfield from Mike 
Robertson, making it, it was said, the only airfield in 
the UK owned by a private non-profit club. The 
guide gives examples of the aircraG types ‘most 
frequently to be seen at Bodmin’ including the 
Beagle Pup, C150, C172, Grumman AA5, Emeraude, 
Aztec, Luton Minor, Turbulent, Jodel and Rallye Club. 
(This last, G-AZKE, was owned by long-Lme club 
member Hugh Tonkin and is sLll flying in Poland 
today, 50 years aGer it was first registered.) 
InteresLngly, the guide itself is full of adverts for 
local companies, many of which no longer exist. 
Some are sLll going strong; you can sLll order a taxi 
from Parnell’s, and you can buy your cars from 
Tonkins and West End Motors. But the two hotels – 
the St Nicholas and  Castle Hill House – have been 
turned into care homes. And whatever became of 
Lordswaste Country Club? ‘Lounge, two dining 
rooms, children’s room, three bars’ – all half a mile 
off the A30, two miles west of Bolventor.  
The 1980 version of the guide called itself an ‘official 
handbook’,  and while the informaLon and the 
adverts were similar, some of the aircraG had 
changed. The Cessna 175 Skylark was now oGen to 
be seen – it was fided with something called a VOR 
– and the Rallye Minerva was pictured. This aircraG, 
G-BBED, had been bought by Mike Robertson in 
1973, and he kept it for 15 years. Most interesLng of 
all, the handbook tells us that Cornwall Flying Club 
opened up to the public for an annual Air Day on the 
last Sunday in July. Each of MarLn’s guides contains 
a flyer for that year’s Cornwall Flying Club Air Day, 

which used to adract several thousand spectators 
and boasted adracLons you’d have to travel a long 
way to see today. 
The flyer for the 1979 CFC Air Day predicts such 
novelLes as a fly-past by a Nimrod from St Mawgan, 
a Whirlwind helicopter from Chivenor and a Sea King 
from Culdrose, plus aerobaLc displays by Richard 
Goode in the Pids and the Stampe. Bodmin Town 
Band, it adds, would play for our enjoyment. The 
flying programme for the ‘4th annual Air Day’ in 1980 
boasts that the commentator will be Chris Fear, of 

Westward TV, a company 
which was to lose the local ITV 
franchise in 1981. The 
programme included a display 
by the Royal Navy Sharks 
Gazelle team from Culdrose –
 several of those Gazelles are 
sLll flying in civilian hands and 
have Navy permission to 
conLnue using the Sharks 
colour scheme. The Chivenor 
Whirlwind had been upgraded 
to a Wessex, while Culdrose 
sent a Sea King; the brewery-
sponsored Ansell Paramen 
promise two parachute drops, 
and the Royal Jordanian 
Falcons – three Pids Specials 
promoLng the airline of that 



name – closed the show. And there were to be 
joyrides all day courtesy of Brymon, and a flour 
bombing compeLLon! 
Fast forward another year and the Sharks were 
back, but this Lme Chivenor sent a Hawk. Howard 
Fawkes, now a Director of the club, remembers it 
well. “He came from the north but we didn’t see 
him because he was so low that it wasn’t unLl he 
crossed the A30 that he appeared over the 
hedge. He screamed across the airfield at 250 
knots, and 40-odd years on it sLll sends a shiver 
down my spine. The pilot was Charlie McIlroy, later a 
Red Arrow and chief pilot for the Blades.” 
Howard also remembers the 1981 show because it 
was the year he won the balloon bursLng contest, 
beaLng John Whitehouse, Piers Smerdon and Nick 
Grace, among others. “AircraG would take off at 
intervals so there would be perhaps four in the 
circuit,” he says. “You’d come down finals to around 
50 feet at top speed, and when you thought the Lme 

was right you’d rock your wings and a chap at the 
upwind end of the runway would release a helium 
balloon, which you had to burst with the propeller. 
You never knew exactly which way the wind going to 
take it, but I got two that year and won the prize – I 
can’t remember what it was. We had flour-bombing 

that year, too, but I didn’t enter – Dave Hilliard, Bob 
Cole and Nick Bragger were in it.” 
1981 was also the first Air Day MarLn Pengelly 
adended, and to his mind the main adracLon was a 
Fieseler Storch, the famous German STOL aircraG that 
could take off in a couple of lengths. MarLn was 13 
years old, and was so smiden that at the age of 15 he 
was back at Bodmin leaning to fly. And he’s been 
hanging around the place ever since. 
The 1982 show was, however, the last. Howard 
explains: “My wife Ronnie and I did the organising, 
along with Nick Grace and Carolyn. It took all year to 
set up, but we were taking something like £3,000 at 
the gate so it was well worth it for the club. However, 
the CAA started muscling in and demanding onerous 
new restricLons on crowd lines and everything else, 
even though we’d always had excellent safety 
briefings and had never had a hint of a problem. On 
top of that, the Kremlin started demanding money for 
us to do what we’d been doing all along – £30 or £40 
from every exhibitor, an authorisaLon fee for the 
show – so making the job even harder while cufng 
the profits down to nothing meant we had to give it 
up.” 
And of course things have got relentlessly worse. How 
many bureaucrats in how many government and local 
authority departments would have to be involved in a 
decision to drop a bag of flour out of an aeroplane 
today?  
Cardinham resident Richard Sudon learned to fly at 
Bodmin in the early 1980s and has sent us the 
Cornwall Flying Club newsleder from January 1986 –
 this came out twice a year at the Lme. As well as the 
usual parish pump news it publishes a stern warning 
to ‘PPLs with IMC raLngs’ which runs: “Lefng down 
at Bodmin using Radio Cornwall as a cloud break 
procedure. The rule is, when in IMC (and only aGer an 
accurate fix has been taken) do not descend below 
1000 feet of the highest object within 5nm, i.e., 2007’ 
when overhead Radio Cornwall.”  
This relates to the radio masts a couple of fields away 
to the south west on which Radio Cornwall broadcast 
on 657 kHz, a service which stopped in 2020 when 
the staLon abandoned Medium Wave. Rumour had it 

Brymon did joyrides



that some pilots were using 
the ADF to create a home-
grown approach procedure, 
not just for a cloud-break – 
hence the official finger-
wagging. 
Richard also sends us the rules 
of Trago Flying Club, a short-
lived operaLon which Mike 
Robertson set up aGer 
Cornwall Flying Club had 
bought the airfield. Richard 
says Mike Robertson 
sponsored some of the early 
students at Trago FC, including 
him. He had bought a Rallye, 
G-BHMC, which was flown 
from France by the notorious 
flying vet Maurice Kirk. Ground 
school was usually in the St 
Neot pub or the Halfway House. 
“At the same Lme Mr Robertson set up an air taxi 
business with a Piper Aztec, and John Nurse was 
instructor and pilot for the Aztec,” Richard says. 
Subsequently John went onto fly the Islander at Lands 
End. The Trago Flying Club wasn’t parLcularly popular 

with CFC, and due to restricLons on movements we 
either flew to Exeter, Dunkeswell or Lands End to do 
circuit training! We used to use the Victor Airtourer at 
Lands End for stalling and spinning. 
“Eventually four of us were able to buy BHMC for 
£3,000. One of the group members was a microlight 
instructor at Davidstow, where the aircraG suffered 
cadle damage one night. This, coupled with corrosion, 
meant it was wriden off. 
“One of the pupils was an ex- Wellington bomber pilot 
who lived at Totnes. A great character but he always 

wanted to round out the Rallye thirty feet above the 
runway. Another member was Del NighLngale, who 
was killed in a flying accident – he had his own strip 
at his Wadebridge farm.” 
Many thanks to MarLn and Richard for sending these 
documents. If any other members have similar 
paperwork we’d be very pleased to see it. 

Pre-digital newsletter

Tragoair’s trainer at the Trago hangar

MC at Davidstow – eaten by cows



2022 events
April 2 (Saturday)   Vintage and Aerobatic 
Aircraft Day:  Our special guests will be the 
Porsche Club 
May 7 (Saturday) Ladies Day fly-out. Our 
special guest will be round-the-world (in a PA28) 
pilot Polly Vacher
June 11 (Saturday) Grasshopper Gathering.  
An L-birds event – Military Wings & Wheels

 July 23 & 24 Vintage Aircraft Club Fly-in 
and ‘Meet the LAA’ day. Music and poetry on 
Saturday evening.
July 31 (Sunday) Lundy Sunday. 22 years on 
from the first Lundy Fly-in. PPR essential, see Pete 
White
August 13 (Saturday)  Cornish Pasty fly-in and 
Kernow Kapers Fun Day. We hope to welcome 
visitors from far and wide for some proper Cornish 
hospitality

September 10 (Saturday) Cornwall Strut fly-in. 
The perfect end-of-season event for all of us.
We will also be offering vintage flights around Cornwall 
by the Tiger Moths of TMT at various weekends during 
the year – dates to be confirmed – together with flights 
in a US Army marked 1937 Boeing Stearman biplane, 

which proved to popular in 2021. The Stearman will be 
available to book for introductory flights to enjoy the 
beautiful Cornish countryside.

AEROCLUB:  By the end of the year we hope to be 
in a position to resume our Wednesday evening 
AEROCLUB talks after a two-year hiatus.
September 14   Peter Channon The Battle 

   of Britain, 82 years on.
October 12   Polly Vacher   Life after Flying… 

  a Donkathon

November 9     Martin Ferid Flying adventures – 
touring is fun!

December 7     Marc Wolff   Flying for the movies  

FEET OFF the GROUND (FOG):
July 16 (Saturday)  
We see a welcome return of Bader Braves (Douglas 
Bader Foundation) and we will be looking for 
volunteer pilots and ground crew. 

Pete’s Patio opens 
for business 
The new extension to the seating area 
outside the Tower, known as Pete’s Patio 
after the man who saw the project through, 
is ready for its first customers. Fenced all 
round, it provides for four more picnic 
tables and an excellent view of all the 
action on the airfield for visitors as well as 
members and will help alleviate the 
overcrowding from which we sometimes 
suffer during busy events. 




